Within the statistical and machine learning literature, regularization techniques are often used to construct sparse (predictive) models. Most regularization strategies only work for data where all predictors are of the same type, such as Lasso regression for continuous predictors. However, many predictive problems involve different predictor types. We propose a multi-type Lasso penalty that acts on the objective function as a sum of subpenalties, one for each predictor type. As such, we perform predictor selection and level fusion within a predictor in a data-driven way, simultaneous with the parameter estimation process. We develop a new estimation strategy for convex predictive models with this multi-type penalty. Using the theory of proximal operators, our estimation procedure is computationally efficient, partitioning the overall optimization problem into easier to solve subproblems, specific for each predictor type and its associated penalty. The proposed SMuRF algorithm improves on existing solvers in both accuracy and computational efficiency. This is demonstrated with an extensive simulation study and the analysis of a case-study on insurance pricing analytics.
Introduction
With the arrival of big data, many companies and institutions struggle to infer meaningful information from their data sets. We propose a novel estimation framework for sparse regression models that can simultaneously handle: (1) the selection of the most relevant predictors (or: features), and (2) the binning or level fusion of different predictor types, taking into account their structural properties.
Recently, the use of regularization techniques became very popular as a strategy to identify the predictors with the most predictive power, enabling the construction of sparse regression models. When performing the estimation, the regularization terms, or penalties, effectively put a budget constraint (Hastie et al. (2015) ) on the parameter space, in order to reduce the dimensionality to avoid overfitting and multicollinearity issues, and to improve the interpretability of the fitted model. The statistical and machine learning community developed numerous regularization methods to obtain sparse and hence more interpretable predictive models, such as the penalized smoothing splines of Eilers and Marx (1996) or the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso) in Tibshirani (1996) , followed by its many extensions in Zou and Hastie (2005) , Tibshirani et al. (2005) , Yuan and Lin (2007) , Höfling et al. (2010) and Tibshirani and Taylor (2011) .
Most of these methods, however, are developed for linear regression and specific data sets where all predictors are of the same type and thus the same type of penalty is applied to all parameters or coefficients. For example, the Lasso is originally developed for linear regression with continuous predictors, using one parameter (or: coefficient) per predictor. However, many predictive problems require more general loss functions and rely on various types of predictors requiring different kinds of regularizationf applied to the coefficients. For example, the levels of a continuous or ordinal predictor (e.g. age) have a different structure compared to a spatial predictor (e.g. postal code), where a two-dimensional layout determines the relationship between the levels. This also applies to nominal predictors (e.g. type of industry) where the underlying structure is often predictor-specific. This level structure within a predictor needs to be taken into account when assigning regularization terms to coefficients, leading to different penalties tailored to the specific structure of the corresponding predictor. The use of such penalties enables the analyst not only to select the relevant predictors, but also to fuse levels within a predictor (e.g. clusters of postal codes or industry types). This fusion of levels is often challenging in large data sets where many predictors are present which may consist of many levels. An automatic selection and fusion strategy is then very helpful. To the best of our knowledge, the first attempt at regularized regression with multiple predictor types is Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) who provide a regularization method which can simultaneously deal with binary, ordered and nominal predictors for linear models. This was later extended to generalized linear models (GLMs) in Oelker and Tutz (2017) . We inherit their formulation where the multi-type penalty acts on the objective function as a sum of subpenalties, one for each predictor type.
The design of an effective and accurate estimation strategy is one of the main challenges for the aforementioned regularization techniques. On the one hand, the machine learning community often employs specialized optimization techniques such as the algorithm for Least Angle Regression (LARS, as in Efron et al. (2004) ), parametric flow (e.g. in Xin et al. (2014) ) or subgradient finding algorithms (see Liu et al. (2010) ). These techniques are well suited for data sets containing a single type of predictor and its corresponding penalty, but are very difficult to extend when different predictor types come into play simultaneously. On the other hand, Oelker and Tutz (2017) , within the statistical community, propose local quadratic approximations of the penalties such that the penalized iteratively reweighted least squares (PIRLS) algorithm is applicable in the context of regularized GLMs. This approach can solve the more general, multi-type Lasso regularization setting, but the quadratic approximations lead to non-exact predictor selection and level fusion of the predictor coefficients. In addition, the PIRLS algorithm requires the calculation of large matrix inverses and therefore does not scale well to big data, both tall and wide.
The goal of this paper is to merge and to extend both streams of work into a carefully designed estimation procedure, suitable for regularization with different predictor types and more general loss functions. Our solution relies on the theory of proximal operators (see Parikh and Boyd (2013) for a comprehensive overview) which has been studied for Lasso-type penalties in for example Beck and Teboulle (2009) and Xin et al. (2014) . As a first contribution, this paper merges the proximal operator approach with the multi-type penalty setting from Oelker and Tutz (2017) . This allows us to decompose the optimization procedure with the multi-type penalty into a set of smaller optimization subproblems for each predictor type and its associated penalty. As a second contribution, our proposed estimation procedure applies specialized machine learning algorithms to each subproblem. Furthermore, this partition enables the use of distributed or parallel computing for the optimization process. This estimation procedure is provided in the R package smurf, available on GitLab (https://gitlab.com/TReynkens/smurf/).
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the different Lasso penalties. Section 3 presents our optimization algorithm for a multi-type penalty. Our approach is then applied to a simulation study in Section 4 and to the motor insurance case-study in Section 5. Section 6 concludes. coefficients in β j . For simplicity, we assume that β is partitioned per predictor with the coefficients in β j corresponding to the levels used to code predictor j. For a continuous predictor, β j contains a single coefficient while (e.g.) for an ordinal predictor β j comprises as many coefficients as there are levels.
To enhance sparsity, we design multi-type Lasso penalties for (1) which can remove or fuse coefficients due to the use of the non-differentiable L 1 -norm. Since we apply only one overall tuning parameter λ, it is important to incorporate penalty weights to improve predictive performance, to obtain asymptotic consistency and to correct for structural differences such as the number of levels within a predictor. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the implemented penalties and motivates their use to enhance sparsity in multi-type predictive models, while Section 2.2 explains the purpose and our implementation of the penalty weights.
Lasso and generalizations
Lasso [Tibshirani (1996) ]. The Lasso penalty applies the L 1 -norm to predictor coefficients:
where p j is the number of individual coefficients β j,i within the vector β j , w j is a vector of penalty weights and ' * ' denotes the componentwise multiplication. Depending on the tuning parameter λ and the penalty weight vector w j , this penalty will encourage some coefficients to become zero, effectively removing them from the model. The other coefficients will have estimates closer to 0 compared to the unregularized setting, reducing estimation variance but increasing bias. To have a fair regularization over all coefficients β j,i , the respective columns of X should be centered and standardized, also for one-hot encoded predictors, as explained in Tibshirani (1997) . For continuous or binary predictors, represented by one coefficient, the Lasso penalty serves as a predictor selection tool where the most important predictors receive non-zero coefficients. With ordinal or nominal predictors, Lasso selects the relevant coefficients (or: levels) within each predictor. In this case, no reference category should be chosen, as this would change the interpretation of the coefficients and subsequently of the Lasso penalty. Instead of being a level selection tool, the penalty would then result in a method to fuse levels with the reference category.
Group Lasso [Yuan and Lin (2007) ]. The Group Lasso penalty uses an L 2 -norm to encourage the coefficients in β j to be removed from the model in an all-in or all-out approach:
where w j is a penalty weighting factor. In contrast to the L 1 -norm, the L 2 -norm is not separable for each coefficient in β j and is only non-differentiable when all β j,i are 0. This penalty is appropriate to determine if β j has adequate predictive power as a whole, because the estimates for β j,i will be either all zero or all non-zero. When β j consists of only one coefficient, the L 2 -norm reduces to the L 1 -norm and the standard Lasso penalty is retrieved. This Group Lasso penalty is particularly useful for selecting ordinal or nominal predictors.
When applied to an ordinal or nominal predictor, the Group Lasso requires no reference category, similar to the case of the standard Lasso penalty.
Fused Lasso [Tibshirani et al. (2005) ]. To group consecutive levels within a predictor, the Fused Lasso penalty puts an L 1 -penalty on the differences between subsequent coefficients:
with D(w j ) the first order difference matrix with dimensions (p j − 1) × p j where the rows are weighted by the elements in w j :
This penalty is suitable for ordinal predictors and continuous predictors coded as ordinal predictors to capture non-linear effects. Because (3) only regularizes differences, a reference level needs to be chosen to get a unique minimizer β in optimization problem (1). The coefficient of β j corresponding to this reference level is then set to 0 or, equivalently, the relevant column in (4) is omitted. For high values of λ in (1), all differences between subsequent coefficients from β j will become 0, such that they are fused with the reference category, and the predictor is then effectively removed from the model. The Fused Lasso is ideal to bin ordinal predictors. It also applies to continuous predictors for which non-linear effects are expected by starting from a very crude binning, for example by rounding to the integer and assigning each integer its own coefficient.
Generalized Fused Lasso [Höfling et al. (2010) ]. The Generalized Fused Lasso (GFL) allows the user to set a graph G that indicates which coefficient differences should be regularized:
where G(w j ) is the matrix with dimensions r G × p j of the linear map projecting β j onto all differences of coefficients connected by the r G edges in the graph G, with the rows weighted by the elements in w j . The matrix G(w j ) thus generalizes D(w j ) in (4). Similar to the Fused Lasso, a reference category is needed to obtain a unique minimizer β of (1). This penalty is useful to bin predictors whenever a straightforward graph is available. Section 5 shows an example with a spatial predictor, for which the logical penalty regularizes the coefficient differences for municipalities sharing a physical border. For nominal predictors without any underlying structure, we follow Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) to use the graph leading to a regularization of all possible coefficient differences. Another special case of the Generalized Fused Lasso is the 2D-Fused Lasso (Tibshirani et al. (2005) ), known from image recognition, which can be used for modeling interaction effects as we illustrate in the simulation study of Section 4. Zou (2006) shows that the standard Lasso penalty might lead to inconsistent selection of coefficients. We therefore investigate the use of penalty weights w j to improve the performance of the different penalties. Zou (2006) suggests to incorporate adaptive penalty weights w (ad) j into the Lasso penalty to obtain the oracle properties of consistency and asymptotic normality for the resulting estimates. The adaptive penalty weights are based on initial consistent parameter estimatesβ as obtained with GLM or ridge estimation, where the latter uses a small tuning parameter. Using the notation of (2), the adaptive penalty weights are defined by w (ad)
Penalty weights
with γ > 0 a tuning parameter. Intuitively, these weights 'adapt' the penalty to data-driven prior information in the form of an initial estimator. As a consequence, coefficients initially estimated as small will be regularized more than large ones. In this paper, we set γ = 1 as in Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) and use the penalty-specific adaptive weights listed in Table 1 , adopted from Wang and Leng (2008) , Rinaldo (2009) and Viallon et al. (2016) , respectively.
Penalty name w
Fused Lasso w (ad) As mentioned in Section 2.1, the columns of X linked to subvector β j should be centered and standardized when applying the Lasso and Group Lasso penalties, also for dummycoded predictors, as argued in Tibshirani (1997) . This is necessary to counteract the influence of different measuring scales for different predictors. Post-estimation, one can transform X and β back to the original scale for easier interpretation and prediction. However, when applying the (Generalized) Fused Lasso to predictors, standardization is not possible because the levels would lose their initial interpretation, making subsequent level fusion meaningless. Therefore, Bondell and Reich (2009) and Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) propose an alternative penalty weighting scheme for the (Generalized) Fused Lasso penalty, when used with ordered or nominal predictors. With n the number of observations in the data set and n j,i the number of observations in level i of predictor j, they define the standardization penalty weights w (st) j for the Fused Lasso as follows:
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The standardization penalty weights w (st) j,i−1 adjust for possible level imbalances, where some levels may contain more observations than others. Extending (6) to the Generalized Fused Lasso is possible by adding an extra factor, taking into account the number of regularized differences, relative to the Fused Lasso. For a predictor with p j levels, the Fused Lasso penalty contains p j − 1 terms. However, for the Generalized Fused Lasso this number is determined by the number of edges r G of the graph G. Similar to Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) , we construct a penalty of the same order as the one used in the Fused Lasso by multiplying the standardization penalty weights in (6) by a factor p j −1 r G , see Table 1 . Without this factor, applying a Generalized Fused Lasso with large r G would make the penalty artificially larger compared to the Fused Lasso, only because there are more regularized coefficient differences. The extra factor reduces to 1 for the Fused Lasso and to 2 p j when all pairwise differences are regularized.
One can choose to use the adaptive or the standardization penalty weights, or combine the objectives of both the adaptive and the standardization weights by multiplying them:
We evaluate the performance of the adaptive and standardization penalty weights in the simulation study in Section 4.
Optimization
We consider the predictive model (1), where g j can be any convex penalty, such as the Lasso-type examples in Section 2.1. Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) solve this regularization problem for linear models with Lasso-type penalties using linear programming. Oelker and Tutz (2017) propose the PIRLS algorithm to minimize (1). The main disadvantage of the PIRLS approach is the use of quadratic approximations on the penalties. This decreases the estimation accuracy and leads to inexact selection and fusion of the coefficients in the parameter vector β. Our strategy creates a leap forward by using proximal operators to solve the subproblems per penalty type exactly.
Proximal operators
Using a standard procedure from the gradient descent algorithm in , we rewrite the objective function in (1) and replace f by a local linearization around a point β ( * ) including a Tikhonov regularization term:
where we omit X and y to ease notation and C is a rest term independent of β. Standard results from convex optimization (see e.g. ) show that minimizing (1) is equivalent to iteratively minimizing (7) with a well-chosen step size s. This procedure allows us to reformulate the problem using proximal operators (Parikh and Boyd (2013) ). Let h : R n → R be a closed proper convex function. Then, the proximal operator
, it is straightforward to see that finding the minimizer of (7) is equivalent to calculating the PO
The first term in (8) can be partitioned into a sum of squared L 2 -norms relative to the partition β (k) 0 ,β
. Together with the second penalty term, this shows us that the proximal operator in (8) is separable and solving it is equivalent to solving the subproblems
For each j, (9) is now a classical regularized linear model that only involves one type of penalty. We can then use the available statistical and machine learning literature to solve the different POs efficiently, as explained in Section 3.2.
The SMuRF algorithm
We use the insights of Section 3.1 to build SMuRF, an algorithm that enables Sparse Multitype Regularized Feature modeling. The critical point is to find the solution of the POs in (9) for the different penalties discussed in Section 2.1. We briefly sketch our solvers for each penalty type below and provide an overview in Table 2 . Appendix A of the supplementary material provides all further details on the implementation of SMuRF.
PO Intercept.
No penalty is applied to the intercept β 0 . Therefore, the PO in (9) is calculated with g 0 (·) = 0. The resulting PO then reduces to the identity operator:
PO Lasso and Group Lasso. Parikh and Boyd (2013) show that the PO in (9) has an analytic solution for the Lasso and Group Lasso penalties. The PO is partitioned per coefficientβ j,i (Lasso) or per group of coefficientsβ j (Group Lasso) and then the (group) soft thresholding operator gives the solution:
where (x) + returns the maximum of x and 0.
PO (Generalized) Fused Lasso. No analytic solution exists for the PO of the (Generalized) Fused Lasso. To solve (9) for these penalties, we implement the Alternating Direction Methods of Multipliers (ADMM) algorithm of and incorporating some minor adjustments suggested in . The ADMM algorithm has previously been used to solve similar Fused Lasso (Wahlberg et al. (2012) ) as well as Trend Filtering (Ramdas and Tibshirani (2016) Having these efficient solvers available for all POs, we combine them into the SMuRF algorithm, of which the naive form is given in Algorithm 1. We improve the computational efficiency of this naive version using several techniques from optimization theory. Appendix A of the supplementary material provides the full implementation details for these improvements. The implementation of SMuRF is modular, allowing for straightforward extension to new penalties by implementing the solver of the accompanying PO. SMuRF has the same asymptotic properties as the base proximal gradient algorithm (Parikh and Boyd (2013) ) which converges to the optimal solution when the number of iterations k goes to infinity.
Algorithm 1 Naive SMuRF algorithm 
Tuning λ and re-estimation
Algorithm 1 works for a single input of the regularization parameter λ. However, it is difficult to find the correct value for λ a priori. Therefore, we run the algorithm over a grid of values for λ and evaluate the performance of the resulting predictive models using several criteria. Additionally, we use re-estimation when possible as in Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) to reduce the bias of the regularized estimates.
Tuning λ We evaluate a performance criterion to determine an optimal value for λ. This criterion is then evaluated over a grid of λ values and the preferredλ is chosen such that the criterion is optimal. We focus on typical criteria used in a GLM context, such as the Akaike (AIC -Akaike (1974)) and Bayesian (BIC -Schwarz (1978)) information criteria used for in-sample training, or the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) and the DawidSebastiani scoring rule (DSS - Dawid and Sebastiani (1999) ) for out-of-sample training. The DSS is a proper scoring rule, developed for comparing predictive models, measuring both the accuracy and the sharpness of the predictions. See Table 3 for a list of these criteria. In Section 4, we compare the in-sample tuning of λ using the AIC or BIC with the out-of-sample tuning, based on evaluating the deviance, MSPE or DSS score on a test data set. Additionally, we evaluate the latter using stratified K-fold cross-validation (as in Kohavi (1995) ). This strategy partitions the data into K disjoint sets (or: folds) such that each level of the response is equally represented in each set. For every fold, the model performance (e.g. using one of the criteria from Table 3 ) is then evaluated on that fold after training on the k − 1 other folds. The optimal λ then minimizes this performance criterion (e.g. the average deviance or mean squared error over all folds) or is the highest λ for which the performance criterion is within one standard deviation of this minimum. This last strategy is refered to as the 'one standard error rule' in Hastie et al. (2015) .
Re-estimation As with most regularization methods, the finite sample coefficient estimates and predictions obtained with the fitted model will be biased. To reduce this bias, we propose to re-estimate the model without penalties, but with a reduced model matrixX, based on the parameter estimates obtained with SMuRF. Hereto we remove the columns of X for which the coefficients are estimated to be 0, and collapse the columns for which the coefficient estimates are fused. The re-estimated coefficients will thus have the same non-zero and fused coefficients as the regularized estimates, but will not be biased. This approach is closely related to the idea of the LARS-OLS hybrid of Efron et al. (2004) which can be interpreted as a special case of the Relaxed Lasso from Meinshausen (2007) .
4 Simulation study
Set-up
We carefully evaluate the performance of the SMuRF algorithm with a simulation study. We model credit worthiness of customers in the presence of 7 assumed predictors and an interaction effect, based on the case study of Gouvêa and Gonçalves (2007) . Table 4 lists the predictors and their levels.
Type
Name Description
Response paid credit worthiness, used as response: 1 if all payments were made on time and 0 otherwise.
Ordinal age Age of the customer: 20-70.
stability Consecutive time, in years, spent with current job/employer: 0-20.
salary Monthly net income of customer in EUR, rounded to the nearest 100: 1000-5000.
loan Monthly loan payment, in EUR, rounded to the nearest 100: 100-3000.
Binary sex Sex of the customer: female or male.
Nominal prof Profession of the customer, coded in 10 levels. drink Type of drink customer had during acceptance interview, coded in 5 levels.
Interaction salxloan Interaction effect between the salary and loan predictors. Table 4 : Overview of the response, the predictors and their levels used in the simulated data sets.
For each observation i, the response paid i is simulated from a binomial distribution using the credit worthiness score p i = 1/(1 + exp(−x i β)) as its mean, with x i the row vector with the predictor information for observation i and p i denoting the probability of observation i paying on time. Figure 1 and Figure 2 (a) show the values of the true coefficients β j for most predictors j, used for simulating the response. The specification of the levels as well as the coefficient values for all β j are based on the findings of Gouvêa and Gonçalves (2007) . For the predictor drink, all 5 coefficients are set to 0, indicating that this predictor has no predictive value. Appendix C of the supplementary material lists the individual true coefficient values used. This parameter setup implies that the default risk declines for older, more stable and higher earning customers while it increases for higher loan sizes. The 10 professions are effectively fused into 3 categories (for example: bluecollar, white collar and others). The interaction effect in Figure 2 (a) has to be interpreted on top of the main salary and loan effects. The credit worthiness of customers with a high income (≥3,500 EUR) decreases less with high loan sizes (≥2,000 EUR) compared to lower income clients.
The goal of the simulation study is to evaluate whether the SMuRF algorithm is capable of effectively fusing the coefficients into groups as displayed in Figures 1 and 2(a) . Therefore, we start from a highly over-parameterized setting where each level within a predictor, indicated by a dot in Figure 1 , gets its own parameter. The interaction effect in Figure 2 (a) is divided into a 7 × 10 grid amounting to an extra 70 parameters, one for each cell in the grid. We fix the true intercept at β 0 = 0 to ensure that around 30% of the observed customers have late payments. The simulation is performed with balanced design for each predictor except for stability which should not be higher than age − 18, since a customer can only start working from age 18 onwards. This results in a slightly higher prevalence of observations with lower stability. The negative scaled binomial log-likelihood f for this setup results to
Using this setup, we simulate 100 times a data set of 80,000 observations and a single holdout data set of 20,000 observations to be used for evaluating the performance of the models after the training and tuning process. 
Model settings
We apply a standard Lasso penalty to sex, a Fused Lasso penalty to age, stability, salary and loan, a Generalized Fused Lasso, regularizing all differences, to professionand a 2D Fused Lasso penalty to the interaction effect. This 2D Fused Lasso regularizes differences of parameters corresponding to cells which are directly left to, right to, under or above each other, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). We assume a priori that drink has no predictive power and apply a Group Lasso penalty to this predictor. This encourages all coefficients of drink to be removed from the model simultaneously. We code the first level, as given in Table 4 , of age, stability, salary, loan, sex and prof as reference category. Despite applying a Lasso penalty, we choose a reference level for sex, as it is a binary predictor (see Section 2.1). We adopt no reference category for drink because of the Group Lasso penalty. The resulting full parameter vector β (including the intercept β 0 ) has length 225. In comparison, the true coefficient vector has 17 unique, non-zero groups of coefficients. For each generated data set, we apply the SMuRF algorithm with different settings w|t, where w denotes the setting for the penalty weights and t denotes the λ tuning criterion. Table 5 lists all investigated combinations. For the adaptive penalty weights w ad j , we use an initial estimateβ from a binomial GLM including a very small ridge penalty to make the model identifiable. The GLM with ridge penalty is treated as the baseline setting for performance comparison and is further denoted by GLM.ridge.
We compare the different techniques for tuning λ explained in Section 3.3. A first approach fits the model on all observations and minimizes the in-sample AIC or BIC. We call this the 'in-sample approach'. A second strategy splits each simulated data set into a training set of size 60, 000, used to fit the model for different values of λ, and a validation set of size 20,000. The deviance, MSPE or DSS statistic is then calculated on the validation set and minimized to tune λ. We refer to this as the 'out-of-sample' approach. We also perform 10-fold stratified cross-validation with the deviance as measure of fit, with and without the one standard error rule. After the tuning of λ, we re-estimate the coefficients using the strategy outlined in Section 3.3.
Results and discussion
Coefficient estimation error. For each setting w|t and each simulated data set l, we obtain the parametersβ [l] w|t after re-estimation. Firstly, we calculate the mean squared error (MSE) of the re-estimated coefficientsβ [l] w|t with respect to the true parameter vector β: Figure 3 shows boxplots of the MSE over all simulated data sets for a selection of the settings investigated in Section 4.2. We give the full series of boxplots for all combinations of penalty weight and tuning settings in Appendix C of the supplementary material. The best settings will have the lowest median MSE with a small box around the median. The GLM.ridge baseline in Figure 3 (a) performs worse than all the regularized settings. Figure 3(b) illustrates the influence of the different penalty weights on the performance of our algorithm. The combined penalty weights perform best with the adaptive weights as a close second. The use of standardization weights is a great improvement over the equal weights setting, but less so than using adaptive or combined weights. This conclusion is independent from the applied tuning method. When selecting λ with the in-sample approach, the BIC bests the AIC criterion as shown in Figure 3 (c), indicating that for in-sample tuning, the AIC is too lenient towards the model degrees of freedom. However, the larger interquartile and whisker range for st|in.BIC indicate that the BIC can be too strict when using the standardized penalty weights, removing or fusing too many coefficients. When using out-of-sample tuning (Figure 3(d) ), the three criteria perform similarly well. Figure 3(e) illustrates that in our simulation study, cross-validation performs best with the one standard error rule, for the different penalty weight settings.
Selection and fusion error. Secondly, we evaluate the selection and fusion properties of our algorithm. We calculate the False Positive Rate (FPR) and False Negative Rate (FNR) of the estimated versus the true coefficient vector, similar to Gertheiss and Tutz (2010) . For predictors age, stability, salary, loan, prof and salxloan, a false positive means that a truly zero regularized coefficient difference is estimated to be non-zero and vice versa for a false negative. The FPR is then the ratio between the number of false positives and the total number of truly zero coefficient differences and the FNR is defined analogously. The FPR for sex is always zero as the true parameter value is non-zero while the FNR is one when the parameter is estimated to be zero. Likewise, for drink the FNR is always zero and the FPR is one when all coefficients have non-zero estimates. Because a GLM estimates all 225 coefficients and their relevant differences to be non-zero, the FPR and FNR is always one and zero respectively, except for sex where the FPR is also zero. Figure 4 shows boxplots of the FPR and FNR per predictor over all simulations and a selection of the settings discussed in Section 4.2. We display ad.st|cv.1se and ad.st|in.BIC which have similar MSE scores in Figure 3 . Appendix C from the supplementary material provides similar plots for the other settings. In general, the FPR and FNR are small for all predictors, indicating that the algorithm is able to correctly predict the clusters present in the true parameter vector β. The clusters for the interaction effect salxloan are slightly more difficult to estimate due to the many parameters involved. Compared to ad.st|in.BIC, ad.st|cv.1se has a better FPR for stability, loan, prof and salxloan and comparable for the other predictors. In contrast ad.st|in.BIC only has a better FPR for salxloan.
Prediction error. Thirdly, we evaluate the predictive performance of the calibrated models on the hold-out data set of 20,000 observations. We use the re-estimated coefficients to obtain predictions of the credit worthiness on the hold-out observations, for varying cut-off points. We construct the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and calculate the Area Under this Curve (AUC) for every setting w|t and every simulated data set l. The ROC and AUC are standard tools to evaluate the performance of binary classification models, see Hanley and McNeil (1982) , with the AUC reaching 1 for a perfect classifier. Figure 5 shows the performance in terms of AUC as obtained with a selection of different w|t settings. Graphs showing boxplots of the AUC for all possible settings are in Appendix C of the supplementary material. The median number of unique, non-zero estimated coefficientsis between brackets and should be compared to the 17 degrees of freedom from the true model. The ridge GLM always uses the maximum of 225 different coefficients. The red lines in Figure 5 correspond to the AUC calculated from the true parameter vector β. Again, the GLM.ridge baseline in Figure 5 (a) performs worse compared to most regularization settings, although the differences in terms of AUC are smaller than those observed for MSE. Additionally, the regularized settings use a substantially lower degrees of freedom compared to GLM.ridge. The performance of SMuRF is again improved by using standardization or adaptive penalty weights compared to the equal weights setting, as Figure 5 For the cross-validation in Figure 5 (e), the one standard error rule with combined weights again performs best. We conclude from this simulation study that the multi-type regularization strategy greatly improves parameter estimation accuracy and prediction performance compared to a standard GLM approach. The combined adaptive and standardization penalty weights perform best overall. We do not recommend the in-sample criteria to tune λ, since calibrating and tuning a model on the same data set leads to biased results (see for example Witten and Frank (1999) ). The stratified K-fold cross-validation with the one standard error rule performs best across all investigated criteria and at the same time requires the lowest degrees of freedom, compared to all other settings investigated. Hence, we consider ad.st|cv.1se as the superior setting based on this simulation study.
Case study: sparse modeling of count data
We consider a data set on Belgian motor third party liability claims, previously analyzed in Denuit and Lang (2004) , Klein et al. (2014) and Henckaerts et al. (2018) . We refer to this as the MTPL data. Our goal is to predict the number of claims a policyholder will file to the insurer, proportional to the length of the insured period. Since the number of claims is an integer response, we opt for a Poisson GLM where the mean is E the link function is the natural logarithm:
log(µ) = Xβ + log(expo).
Data description
The MTPL data set contains information on 163,660 policyholders from a Belgian insurer in 1997. Each policyholder is observed during an insured period ranging from one day to one year, further denoted as the exposure variable expo. During this period the policyholder is exposed to the risk of being involved in an accident and able to file a claim to the insurer. Policyholders are further distinguished through a set of personal as well as vehicle characteristics displayed in Table 6 . The aforementioned papers remove some predictors from this data set a priori, such as mono, four, sports and payfreq. We keep these in our analysis and use the data-driven SMuRF algorithm to determine their predictive power. Figure 6 shows the histograms and barplots of the response, the exposure, the spatial and the ordinal predictors in the data set. The response nclaims denotes the number of claims filed to the insurer during the exposure period. Figure 7 displays the bar plots of the binary and nominal predictors. For more detailed information on the predictors and a more thorough exploratory data analysis, we refer to Henckaerts et al. (2018) .
Data cleaning and preparation
We remove observations which have zero exposure. For the nominal predictors, we remove observations for which fuel is registered as lpg or other as well as observations having company as sex, since these levels contain very few observations. Both of these predictors are thus effectively reduced to binary predictors. Additionally, some predictor levels contain few observations, such as very young or old policyholder ages, or municipalities in the very : Histograms and barplots of nclaims, expo, the ordinal and the spatial predictors in the MTPL data set. The relative frequencies for the spatial information is respectively set to low/high for the municipalities with the 20% lowest/highest exposure and average otherwise. south of Belgium. We require the aggregated exposure in each level of a predictor to exceed 250. This enhances the reliability of the initial GLM fit, and therefore of the adaptive penalty weights resulting from this fit. We bin ordinal predictors by fusing levels without enough exposure with their neighboring level that has the smallest aggregated exposure. The resulting levels of the ordinal predictors are given in muni, two levels (i.e. municipalities) are neighbors when they share a physical border. We then apply the same procedure as for the ordinal predictors resulting in 266 levels, illustrated in Figure 10 . This data cleaning operation particularly fuses municipalities in the south of Belgium. We split the MTPL data into a training data set of n = 130, 587 observations and a hold-out test set with n test = 32, 647 observations.
Model settings
The scaled negative Poisson log-likelihood is used as the loss function f :
where y i is the observed number of claims during the insured period expo i . We apply a standard Lasso penalty to the binary predictors use, fleet, mono, four, sports, sex and fuel. The Fused Lasso penalty is used for the ordinal predictors. We also choose the Fused Lasso penalty for the coverage and payfreq predictors due to their inherent ordering. For payfreq, each next level corresponds to a more frequent payment of the premiums while for the coverage predictor, the levels are ranked as follows: TPL < PO < FO, in terms of the amount of the protection these coverages offer. For the spatial predictor muni, we employ a Generalized Fused Lasso penalty where all differences between neighboring regions are regularized. The first level of each predictor is taken as the reference level resulting in a parameter vector β with 422 coefficients. The full objective function O is then:
with bin and ord the set of binary and ordinal predictors respectively. We use the combined adaptive and standardization penalty weights: w j = w ad j · w st j and we tune λ with 10-fold stratified cross-validation where the deviance is used as error measure and the one-standarderror rule is applied. We apply the SMuRF algorithm, a GLM and a Generalized Additive Model (GAM, see Hastie and Tibshirani (1986) ) to the training data and compare the predictive accuracy of the methods on the hold-out data. The GLM specification is highly overparameterized since we use the predictor levels of the initial SMuRF fit, as sketched in Section 5.1. The GAM incorporates one-dimensional flexible effects for ageph, power, bm, agec and a two-dimensional effect for muni, based on the longitude and latitude of the center of the municipalities, see Henckaerts et al. (2018) . We fit the GAM in R through the mgcv package of Wood (2017).
Results and discussion
We compare the estimated effects as obtained with SMuRF on the one hand and GAM on the other hand in Figures 8-10 . The dots and crosses in Figures 8 and 9 show the parameter estimates as obtained with SMuRF before and after re-estimation respectively. The black lines represent the GAM estimates for ordinal predictors in Figure 8 while the black squares give the GAM estimates for the binary, payfreq and coverage predictors in Figure 9 . Confidence intervals are given as dashed lines or segments respectively. Similar to Henckaerts et al. (2018) we centered the SMuRF parameter estimates to ease the comparison with the GAM estimates. SMuRF leads toβ containing 71 unique coefficients while the GAM calculates 64 degrees of freedom, indicating a comparable model complexity. Figure 8 (a) illustrates that young, inexperienced drivers report more claims on average and thus represent a higher risk for the insurance company. The riskiness then declines steadily and increases again at older ages. Powerful cars (Figure 8(b) ) also exhibit increased risk over less powerful cars. Similarly, the model predicts a higher expected claim frequency for policyholders in a high bonus malus scale (Figure 8(c) ) due to their claims history. In Henckaerts et al. (2018) , agec is not considered in the analysis but SMuRF recognizes it to have some predictive power. Especially for older cars, such as old timers, the expected claim frequency is lower. The parameter estimates obtained for the fused levels of the ordinal predictors in Figure 8 follow nicely the behavior of the GAM fit while greatly (and automatically) reducing the dimensionality compared to a standard GLM. Most parameters are estimated close or within the confidence interval of the GAM fit. The coefficients before and after re-estimation are close to each other for wider bins and are relatively farther apart for smaller bins. 
Parameter estimates
Figure 8: Parameter estimates for the ageph, power, bm and agec predictors of the MTPL data, centered around 0. The dots and crosses denote the parameter estimates from the SMuRF algorithm before and after the re-estimation respectively. The full black line corresponds to the GAM fit and the dotted lines to the fit ± 2 standard deviations. Figure 9 shows the parameter estimates for the binary predictors, and the predictors payfreq and coverage. From the set of binary predictors, only fuel is selected while the others are put to 0, effectively removing them from the model. The parameter estimates obtained with the GAM fit confirm this behaviour, as 0 is within the confidence interval for all removed predictors except 4x4. As the levels of 4x4 are highly imbalanced (see Figure 7) , the influence of this predictor on the negative log-likelihood is minor and the regularized estimates remove the predictor from the model. The expected number of claims rises as payfreq increases up to monthly or triyearly payments, which are fused in the final model obtained with SMuRF. When a policyholder buys a partial or full omnium, the expected claim frequency decreases compared to the standard third party liability option. The SMuRF estimates fuse the levels for partial and full omnium. The dots and crosses denote the estimates of the SMuRF algorithm before and after the re-estimation respectively. The black squares correspond to the parameter estimates obtained with the GAM fit and the vertical black lines to the GAM fit ± 2 standard deviations. Figure 10 illustrates the estimated parameters for the spatial effect, captured by muni. The SMuRF algorithm estimates 38 unique coefficients for the initial 266 different levels whereas the GAM calculates 23.7 degrees of freedom. For both the SMuRF as the GAM estimates, we see a higher expected claim frequency for people living in and around the larger cities in Belgium, though this distinction is less clear for the GAM estimates. In contrast, the models predict less claims for people living in the rural parts to the south, northeast and west of Belgium. Similar to the ordinal predictors, the GAM estimates are smoother than the SMuRF estimates and need less degrees of freedom to represent the data. However, the range of the parameter estimates of the SMuRF algorithm is wider than for the GAM, allowing for larger differences in expected claim frequency.
We also compare the out-of-sample predictive performance of SMuRF, the GLM and the GAM on the hold-out dataset. For each model, we sort the predictions such thatŷ (1) refers to the observation with the highest predicted claims frequency. We define the proportion of the sorted population, prop i and the proportion of observed claims, obs i , by:
with n out the number of observations in the hold-out data set and y (j) the observed number claims for observation (j). We construct a cumulative capture rate curve by plotting prop i versus obs i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n out } and calculate the area under this curve (AUCC) for each model. The model with the highest AUCC score is best at ranking the individual risk of each policyholder. Table 8 gives the out-of-sample results for the log-likelihood, the DSS and the AUCC score. For all computed measures, the relative difference between the SMuRF and GAM approach is very small with GAM performing slightly better for the log-likelihood and DSS score whereas SMuRF has a better AUCC score. In contrast, the GLM performs worst in all measures. Table 8 : Out-of-sample results for the SMuRF, GLM and GAM approach on the MTPL hold-out data.
In conclusion, we see that SMuRF is competitive with the well established GAM approach, both in model complexity as in predictive accuracy, while additionally performing automatic predictor selection, fusion of levels and improving the interpretability.
Discussion
We studied the general problem of convex optimization with a differentiable loss function and multi-type penalty terms. This setting is highly relevant when the level structure of different predictor types needs to be taken into account in the regularization. Our contribution is twofold. First, we developed the SMuRF algorithm that accurately and effectively solves this general optimization problem. The algorithm extends other proximal gradient algorithms found in the literature for convex, regularized optimization.
Secondly, we showed in full detail how this algorithm creates sparse models, using varying combinations of Lasso-type penalties, and investigating and documenting all possible model choices. The choice of penalty weights and the tuning strategy have a substantial influence on the performance of the estimated model. In our simulation study, the cross-validation approach with one standard error rule and combined adaptive and standardization penalty weights provided the best results. Additionally, the re-estimation of coefficients provided good results in this paper, where we used relatively large data sets. However, when dealing with smaller data sets, it might be preferable to work with the original regularized estimates as the performance gain due to the bias reduction might be canceled out by the increase in variance. Our implementation of the algorithm is available on GitLab as the R package smurf (https://gitlab.com/TReynkens/smurf/) and will be added to the CRAN repository. We propose several paths for future research.
Extending SMuRF to other loss functions and penalties. In the current implementation of SMuRF, only Lasso, Group Lasso and (Generalized) Fused Lasso are available. This can be straightforwardly extended to the Ridge and Elastic-net (Zou and Hastie (2005) ) penalties. Another extension is the Generalized Lasso penalty, which replaces the graph structured matrix G(w j ) of the Generalized Fused Lasso by an arbitrary matrix M . By construction, the associated proximal operator can be solved with the same ADMM algorithm used for the Generalized Fused Lasso. This allows for more elaborate modeling options such as piece-wise polynomial regression or wavelet smoothing. Additionally, the current implementation of our algorithm can handle the superposition of the Lasso or Group Lasso with other penalties, all acting on the same subvector β j . Examples of these in the literature are the Sparse Group or the Sparse Generalized Fused Lasso. However, these joint penalties need extra tuning parameters, making the model training more difficult. Further theoretical work needs to be done to find efficient ways of choosing or tuning these extra parameters. Additionally, SMuRF can be extended to handle other optimization problems such as Cox regression, Generalized Estimating Equations or M-estimators.
Stochastic version of SMuRF. In current machine learning literature, stochastic versions of gradient descent algorithms exist where only part of the data is used every iteration. This speeds up the calculation per iteration while requiring more iterations for convergence. Additionally, due to its stochastic nature, stochastic optimization methods are less prone to get stuck in a local optimum, a useful property in the context of non-convex optimization. Therefore it is interesting to adapt SMuRF into a stochastic variant. This opens up the use of the algorithm with non-convex penalties such as the L 0 norm. Section A gives a detailed overview of the implementation of the SMuRF algorithm. The calculation of the proximal operator (PO) for the Generalized Fused Lasso is explained in Section B and Section C expands on the simulation results.
A Algorithm overview
The naive version of the SMuRF algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1 in the paper. In this section, we discuss several improvements that are used in the implemented SMuRF algorithm. Pseudo code for the full algorithm is given in Algorithm A.1 and numeric values for the algorithm parameters are given in Table B .1.
A.1 Stopping criterion
The algorithm stops after m steps if the following relative stopping criterion is met:
where ε is a numerical tolerance value, or if m is equal to the maximum number of iterations.
A.2 Backtracking of step size
The step size s is a crucial parameter in the convergence of the algorithm. In many applications it is not possible to determine analytically an optimal value for this parameter. Backtracking is a popular solution to obtain a step size guaranteeing the convergence of the algorithm, see e.g. Beck and Teboulle (2009) . The idea is to start from a large initial guess for the step size and to reduce it while the inequality in step 7 holds. The inequality is motivated by the convergence analysis of (accelerated) proximal gradient methods, see e.g. Beck and Teboulle (2009) and Section 9.2 in . Note that the backtracking parameter τ in step 8 needs to be strictly smaller than 1 in order to reduce the step size s. In case the step size drops below 10 −14 , backtracking of the step size (steps 8 and 9) is no longer performed.
A.3 Accelerated gradient descent
As explained in Section 3.1, we use a standard procedure from the gradient descent method to approximate the objective function. Instead of using a standard gradient update as in Algorithm 1, suggests to use acceleration. Here, a new point θ (k) is found by moving along the line determined by β (k−1) and
) (see step 3 in Algorithm A.1), and then performing a gradient update on θ (k) . We start with acceleration weight α (1) = 0, and then α (k) is found iteratively using the formula in step 15. The use of the extra point θ (k) provides optimal convergence for first-order algorithms used to minimize smooth convex functions , while only requiring an easy additional calculation.
A.4 Adaptive restarts
Accelerated methods are often interpreted as momentum methods since the acceleration step size (or momentum)
α (k+1) depends on the previous iteration and gets larger in every iteration, i.e. bigger leaps are taken. They can lead to faster convergence, however they do not necessarily monotonically decrease the objective function unlike (standard) gradient descent methods. O'Donoghue and Candès (2015) indicate that this non-monotone behavior occurs when the momentum exceeds its optimal value (Nesterov, 2004) . Therefore, they propose to restart the momentum after a fixed number of iterations or if the objective function increases. We choose to use the latter restart scheme which is adaptive and easy to implement since the values for the objective function are readily available. O'Donoghue and Candès (2015) show that using adaptive restarts leads to a convergence rate close to the optimal convergence which is obtained with the problem specific, and hard to calculate, optimal series for α (k) .
If a restart is performed in step k, the momentum is reset and the previous estimate for β is kept, see steps 12 and 13 in Algorithm A.1. Note that the acceleration updates then become α (k+1) = 1 and
In the algorithm we use a slightly different criterion to perform a restart. If we would use O(β (k) ) > O(β (k−1) ) as the restart criterion as in O'Donoghue and Candès (2015), a restart can take place even though
In that case we actually want the algorithm to end. Therefore, we only restart if
with ε the numerical tolerance. This avoids that a restart is performed when the stopping criterion is met.
β 0 ,β 1 , . . . ,β J ←β partition full vector in components per feature 5:
recombine to full vector 7:
s ← s × τ backtrack step size
9:
Perform steps 3 to 6.
10:
end while 11:
use old estimates 13:
end if 15:
16:
17: end for
As starting value for ρ we use ρ (0) = 1. Afterwards, ρ can be updated according to the scheme discussed in Boyd et al. (2010) which was further improved in :
otherwise. Boyd et al. (2010) suggest to use µ ρ = 10 and η ρ = 2. If ρ is changed, one also needs to change u (l) according to
. This means for example that if ρ is halved, u needs to be doubled.
The implementation of the ADMM algorithm was done in C++ using the Armadillo library (Sanderson and Curtin, 2016) which is called through the R package RcppArmadillo (Eddelbuettel and Sanderson, 2014) .
The matrix inverse in the update for x only needs to be recomputed when ρ is updated. Instead of using a general function to compute the matrix inverse, we take its special structure into account. Since G(w j ) T G(w j ) is symmetric, we can compute its eigenvalue decomposition G(w j ) T G(w j ) = QΛQ T with Q an orthogonal matrix with the eigenvectors in the columns and Λ a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues 1 , . . . , d on the diagonal. Application of the Woodbury matrix identity then gives
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with main diagonal
When ρ (l−1) changes, the inverse can easily be recomputed as the eigenvector and eigenvalues are independent of ρ (l−1) . Note that the eigenvalue decomposition needs to be computed only once and not at every computation of the proximal operator. Therefore, this approach is faster than using a general function to compute the matrix inverse of C Simulation study
C.1 Simulation parameters
A detailed overview of variables, their levels and the individual true parameters used for the simulation study is found in Table C .1.
C.2 Simulation results
Figure C.1 provides boxplots of MSE [i] w|t for the binomial GLM with a small ridge penalty and for the different settings of the SMuRF algorithm. An additional zoomed-in version of the graph is provided in Figure C 
salary
Monthly net income of customer in EUR, rounded to the nearest 100: 1000-5000. 
loan
Monthly loan payment, in EUR, rounded to the nearest 100: 100-3000. Figure C .20: Zoomed-in boxplot of the AUC for the binomial GLM with a small ridge penalty and for the different settings settings of the SMuRF algorithm.
